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Abstract. Programmers using software components have to follow protocols
that specify when it is legal to call particular methods withparticular arguments.
For example, one cannot use an iterator over a set once the sethas been changed
directly or through another iterator. We formalize the notion of dynamic package
interfaces(DPI), which generalize state-machine interfaces for single objects,
and give an algorithm to statically compute a sound abstraction of a DPI. States
of a DPI represent (unbounded) sets of heap configurations and edges represent
the effects of method calls on the heap. We introduce a novel heap abstract domain
based on depth-bounded systems to deal with potentially unboundedly many ob-
jects and the references among them. We have implemented ouralgorithm and
show that it is effective in computing representations of common patterns of pack-
age usage, such as relationships between viewer and label, container and iterator,
and JDBC statements and cursors.

1 Introduction

Modern object-oriented programming practice uses packages to encapsulate compo-
nents, allowing programmers to use these packages through well-defined application
programming interfaces (APIs). While programming languages such as Java or C# pro-
vide a clear specification of thestaticAPIs of components in terms of classes and their
(typed) methods, there is usually no specification of thedynamicbehavior of packages
that constrain the temporal ordering of method calls on different objects. For exam-
ple, one should invoke thelock andunlockmethods of a lock object in alternation; any
other sequence raises an exception. More complex constraints connect method calls on
objects of different classes. For example, in the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)
package, aResultSet object, which contains the result of a database query executed by
a Statement object, should first be closed before its correspondingStatement object
can execute a new query.

In practice, such temporal constraints are not formally specified, but explained
through informal documentation and examples, leaving programmers susceptible to
bugs in the usage of APIs. Being able to specify dynamic interfaces for components that
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capture these temporal constraints clarify constraints imposed by the package on client
code. Moreover, program analysis tools may be able to automatically check whether the
client code invokes the component correctly according to such an interface.

Previous work on mining dynamic interfaces through static and dynamic techniques
has mostly focused on the single-object case (such as a lock object) [2, 9–11, 19], and
rarely on more complex collaborations between several different classes (such as JDBC
clients) interacting through the heap [13, 15, 16]. In this paper, we propose a system-
atic, static approach for extraction of dynamic interfacesfrom existing object-oriented
code. Our work is closely related to the Canvas project [16].Our new formalization can
express structures than could not be expressed in previous work (i.e. nesting of graphs).

More precisely, we work withpackages, which are sets of classes. A configura-
tion of a package is a concrete heap containing objects from the package as well as
references among them. Adynamic package interface(DPI) specifies, given a history
of constructor and method calls on objects in the package, and a new method call, if
the method call can be executed by the package without causing an error. In analogy
with the single-object case, we are interested in representations of DPIs as finite state
machines, where states represent sets of heap configurations and transitions capture the
effect of a method call on a configuration. Then, a method call that can take the interface
to a state containing erroneous configurations is not allowed by the interface, but any
other call sequence is allowed.

The first stumbling block in carrying out this analogy is thatthe number of states
of an object, that is, the number of possible valuations of its attributes, as well as the
number of objects living in the heap, can both be unbounded. As in previous work
[10, 16], we can bound the state space of a single object usingpredicate abstraction,
that tracks the abstract state of the object defined by a set oflogical formulas over
its attributes. However, we must still consider unboundedly many objects on the heap
and their inter-relationships. Thus, in order to compute a dynamic interface, we must
address the following challenges.

1. The first challenge is to define a finite representation for possibly unbounded heap
configurations and the effect of method calls. For single-object interfaces, states
represent a subset of finitely-many attribute valuations, and transitions are labeled
with method names. For packages, we have to augment this representation for two
reasons. First, the number of objects can grow unboundedly,for example, through
repeated calls to constructors, and we need an abstraction to represent unbounded
families of configurations. Second, the effect of a method call may be different
depending on the receiver object and the arguments, and it may update not only the
receiver and other objects transitively reachable from it,but also other objects that
can reach these objects.

2. The second challenge is to compute, in finite time, a dynamic interface using the
preceding representation. For single-object interfaces [2,10], interface construction
roughly reduces to abstract reachability analysis againstthe most general client
(a program that non-deterministically calls all availablemethods in a loop). For
packages, it is not immediate that abstract reachability analysis will terminate, as
our abstract domains will be infinite, in general.



We address these challenges as follows. First, we describe anovel shape domain for
finitely representing infinite sets of heap configurations asrecursive unfoldings of nested
graphs. Technically, our shape domain combines predicate abstraction [14, 17], for ab-
stracting the internal state of objects, with sets of depth-bounded graphs represented
as nested graphs [20]. Each node of a nested graph is labelledwith a valuation of the
abstraction predicates that determine an equivalence class for objects of a certain class.

Second, we describe an algorithm to extract the DPI from thisfinite state abstraction
based on abstract reachability analysis of depth-bounded graph rewriting systems [21].
We use the insight that the finite state abstraction can be reinterpreted as a numerical
program. The analysis of this numerical program yields detailed information about how
a method affects the state of objects when it is called on a concrete heap configuration,
and how many objects are effected by the call.

We have implemented our algorithm on top of the Picasso abstract reachability tool
for depth-bounded graph rewriting systems. We have appliedour algorithm on a set
of standard benchmarks written in a Java-like OO language, such as container-iterator,
JDBC query interfaces, etc. In each case, we show that our algorithm produces an in-
tuitive DPI for the package within a few seconds. This DPI canbe used by a model
checking tool to check conformance of a client program usingthe package to the dy-
namic protocol expected by the package.

2 Overview: A Motivating Example

We illustrate our approach through a simple example.

Example.Figure 1 shows two classesViewer andLabel in a package, adapted from [13],
and inspired by an example from Eclipse’sContentViewer and IBaseLabelProvider
classes. ALabel object throws an exception if itsrun or dispose method is called after
thedispose method has been called on it. There are different ways that this exception
can be raised. For example, if aViewer object sets itsf reference to the sameLabel
object twice, after the second call toset, theLabel object, which is already disposed,
raises an exception. As another example, for twoViewer objects that have theirf refer-
ence attributes point to the sameLabel object, when one of the objects calls itsdone
method, if the other object calls itsdone method an exception will be raised. Anin-
terfacefor this package should provide possible configurations of the heap when an
arbitrary client uses the package, and describe all usage scenarios of the public methods
of the package that do not raise an exception.

Dynamic Package Interface.Intuitively, an interface for a package summarizes all pos-
sible ways for a client to make calls into the package (i.e., create instances of classes
in the package and call their public methods). In the case of single-objects, where all
attributes are scalar-valued, interfaces are representedas finite-state machines with tran-
sitions labeled with method calls [2,10,19]. Each statesof the machine represents a set
[[ s]] of states of the object, where a state is a valuation to all the attributes. (In case there
are infinitely many states, the methods of [2,10] abstract the object relative to a finite set
of predicates, so that the number of states is finite.) An edges

m
−→t indicates that calling

the methodm() from any state in [[s]] takes the object to a state in [[t]]. Some states of



class Viewer {

Label f;

public void Viewer() {

f := null; }

public void run() {

if (f != null) f.run(); }

public void done() {

if (f != null) f.dispose(); }

public void set(Label l){

if (f != null) f.dispose();

f := l; }

}

(a) TheViewer class

class Label {

boolean disposed;

public void Label() {

disposed := false;

}

protected void run() {

if (disposed) throw new Exception(); }

protected void dispose() {

if (disposed) throw new Exception();

disposed := true; }

}

(b) TheLabel class
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Fig. 1. A package consisting ofViewer andLabel classes and its two abstract heaps

the machine are marked as errors: these represent inconsistent states, and method calls
leading to error states are disallowed.

Below, we generalize such state machines to packages.

States: Ideals over Shapes.The first challenge is that the notion of a state is more
complex now. First, there are arbitrarily many states: for eachn, we can have a state with
n instances ofLabel (e.g., when a client allocatesn objects of classLabel); moreover,
we can have more complex configurations where there are arbitrarily many viewers,
each referring to a singleLabel, where theLabel may havedisposed = true or not. We
call sets of (potentially unbounded) heap configurationsabstract heaps.

Our first contribution is a novel finite representation for abstract heaps. We repre-
sent abstract heaps using a combination ofparametric shape analysis[17] and ideal
abstractions for depth-bounded systems[21]. As in shape analysis, we fix a set of unary



predicates, and abstract each object w.r.t. these predicates. For example, we track the
predicatedisposed(l) to check if an objectl of type Label hasdisposed set to true.
Additionally, we track references between objects by representing the heap as a nested
graph whose nodes represent predicate abstractions of objects and whose edges repre-
sent references from one object to another. Unlike in parametric shape analysis, refer-
ences are always determinate and the abstract domain is therefore still infinite.

Figure 1(c) shows an abstract heapH0 for our example. There are five nodes in
the abstract heap. Each node is labelled with the name of its corresponding class and
a valuation of predicates, and represents an object of the specified class whose state
satisfies the predicates. Some nodes have an identifier in square brackets in order to
easily refer to them. For instance,Vnd represents aViewer object andLd represents a
Label object for whichdisposed is true. Edges between nodes show field references:
the edge between theVd andLd objects that is labeled withf shows that objects of type
Vd have anf field referring to some object of typeLd. Finally, nodes and subgraphs
can be marked with a “*”. Intuitively, the “*” indicates an arbitrary number of copies
of the pattern within the scope of the “*”. For example, sinceVd is starred, it represents
arbitrarily many (including zero)Viewer objects sharing aLabel object of typeLd. Sim-
ilarly, since the subgraph over nodesVd andLd is starred, it represents configurations
with arbitrarily manyLabel objects, each with (sinceVd is starred as well) arbitrarily
many viewers associated with it.

Figure 1(d) shows a second abstract heapHerr. This one has two extra nodes in
addition to the nodes inH0, and represents erroneous configurations in which theLabel
object is about to throw an exception in one of its methods. (We set a special error-bit
whenever an exception is raised, and the node with object type Lerr represents an object
where that bit is set.)

Technically (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3), nested graphs represent ideals of downward-
closed sets (relative to graph embedding) of configurationsof depth-bounded predicate
abstractions of the heap. While the abstract state space is infinite, it is well-structured,
and abstract reachability analysis can be done [1,12,20].

Transitions: Object Mappings.Suppose we get a finite setS of abstract heaps repre-
sented as above. The second challenge is that method calls may have parameters and
may change the state of the receiver object as well as objectsreachable from it or even
objects that can reach the receiver. As an example, considera set container object with
some iterators pointing to it. Removing an element through an iterator can change the
state of the iterator (it may reach the end), the set (it can become empty), as well as
other iterators associated with the set (they become invalidated and may not be used
to traverse the set). Thus, transitions cannot simply be labeled with method names, but
must also indicate which abstract objects participate in the call as well as the effect of
the call on the abstract objects. The interface must describe the effect of the heap in all
cases, and all methods. In our example, we can enumerate 14 possible transitions from
H0. To complete the description of an interface, we have to (1) show how a method call
transforms the abstract heap, and (2) ensure that each possible method call from each
abstract heap inS ends up in an abstract heap also inS.

Consider invoking theset method of a viewer in the abstract heapH0. There are
several choices: one can choose in Figure 1(c) an object of typeVd, Vnd, or V0 as the
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Fig. 2. Two object mappings for the package in Figure 1

callee, and pass it an object of typeLd or Lnd. Note that the method call captures the
scenario in which onerepresentativeobject is chosen from each node and the method
is executed. Recall that, because of stars, a single node mayrepresent multiple objects.
Figure 2(a) shows how the abstract heap is transformed if we choose a viewer pointing
to a label which is not disposed as the callee and pass it a disposed label as argument.
The box on the left specifies thesourceheap before the method call and the box on the
right specifies thedestinationheap after the method call. A representative object in a
method call is graphically shown by a rounded box and has arole namethat prefixes
its object type. The source heap includes three representative objects with role names:
callee, arg0, andscope0. Thecalleeandarg0 role names determine the callee object
and the parameter object of the method call, respectively. The scope0 is a Label ob-
ject that is in thescopeof the method call: i.e., the method call affects its type or the
valuation of its predicates. Lastly, there is a fourth object in the left box that is not a
single representative, but a starred objectV∗ that represents all viewers other than the
callee object that reference the object with rolescope0. The following properties hold.
First, both the source and the destination of the transitionareH0, hence, the method
call transforms objects in the abstract heapH0 back toH0. Second, any object inH0

that is not mentioned in the source box is untouched by the method call. Third, each
object in the left box is mapped to another representative object in the right box: The



representative objects can be traced via their role names while the other objects via the
arrows that specifies their new types (to model non-determinism, such an arrow can be
a multi-destination arrow). Thus,V.set(La) transforms the callee object by changing
its referencef to theLa object that was the parameter of the method call. The objectL
that the callee referenced before the method call get the value of its disposed predicate
changed to true after the method call. All other objects represented byV∗ that reference
L continue referencing that object.

The second transition, in Figure 2(b), shows what happens ifset is called onVd with
any label. This time, an error occurs, since the method call tries to dispose an already
disposed label. This is indicated by a transformation to theerror nodeHerr, and thus, is
not allowed in the interface.

Algorithm for Interface Computation.Our second contribution is an algorithm and a
tool for computing the dynamic package interfaces in form ofa state machine, as de-
scribed above. Conceptually, the DPI of a package is computed in two steps: (i) com-
puting thecovering setof the package, which includes all possible configurations of the
package, in a finite form; and (ii) computing the object mappings of the package using
the covering set.

Computing the Covering Set.We introduce three layers of abstraction to obtain an
overapproximation of the covering set of a package in a finiteform. First, using a fixed
set of predicates over the attributes of classes, we introduce a predicate abstraction layer.
Second, we remove from this predicate abstraction those reference attributes of classes
that can create a chain of objects with an unbounded length; these essentially correspond
to recursive data structures, such as linked lists. We call these two abstraction layers
the depth-bounded abstraction. The soundness of depth-bounded abstraction follows
soundness arguments similar to the ones for classic abstract interpretation. However,
unlike the classic abstract interpretation of non-object–oriented programs, the depth-
bounded abstraction of object-oriented packages does not in general result in a finite
representation; e.g., we may still have an unbounded numberof iterator and set objects,
with each iterator object being connected to exactly one setobject.

Our third abstraction layer, namely,ideal abstraction, ensures a finite representation
of the covering set of a package. The domain of ideal abstraction is essentially the
same as the domain of nested graphs. The key property of this abstraction layer is
that it can represent an unbounded number of depth-bounded objects as the union of
a finite set of ideals, each of which itself is represented finitely. The soundness of this
abstraction layer follows from the general soundness result for the ideal abstraction of
depth-bounded systems [21].

To compute the covering set of a package, we use a notion ofmost general client.
Intuitively, the most general client [10] runs in an infiniteloop; in each iteration of the
loop, it non-deterministically either allocates a new object, or picks an already allocated
object, a public method of the object, a sequence of arguments to the method, and
invokes the method call on the object. Using a widening operator over the sequence of
the steps of the most general client, our algorithm is able todetermine when the nesting
level of an object needs to be incremented. Our algorithm terminates due to the fact that
the ideal abstraction is a well-structured transition system.



Computing the Object Mappings.The object mappings are computed using the cover-
ing set as starting point. To compute the object mappings we let the most general client
run one more time using the covering set as starting state of the system. During that run
we record what effect the transitions have. For a particular transition we record, among
other information, what are the starting and ending abstract heaps and the correspond-
ing unfolded, representative objects. The nodes of the unfolded heap configurations are
tagged with their respective roles in the transition. Finally, we record how the objects
are modified and extract the mapping of the object mapping.

In our example, there are two maximal nodes:H0 andHerr, whereHerr denotes the
error configurations.H0 and Herr together represent the covering set of the package.
Accordingly, the interface shows thatH0 captures the “most general” abstract heap in
the use of this package; each “correct” method call corresponds to an object mapping
overH0. We omit showing the remaining 12 object mappings of the interface.

3 Concrete Semantics

We now present a core OO language.

Syntax.For a set of symbolsX (including variables), we denote byExp.X andPred.X
the set of expressions and predicates respectively, constructed with symbols drawn from
X. We assume there are two special variablesthis andnull.

In our language, a package consists of a collection of class definitions. A class defi-
nition consists of a class name, a constructor method, a set of fields, and a set of method
declarations partitioned into public and protected methods. A constructor method has
the same name as the class, a list of typed arguments, and a body. We assume fields are
typed with either a finite scalar type (e.g., Boolean), or a class name. The former are
calledscalar fields and the latterreferencefields. Intuitively, reference fields refer to
other objects on the heap. Methods consist of a signature anda body. The signature of
a method is a typed list of its arguments and its return value.The body of a method is
given by a control flow automaton over the fields of the class. Intuitively, any client can
invoke public methods, but only other classes in the packagecan invoke protected ones.

A control flow automaton (CFA) over a set of variablesX and a set of operations
Op.X is a tupleF = (X,Q, q0, qf ,T), whereQ is a finite set ofcontrol states, q0 ∈ Q
(resp.qf ∈ Q) is a designated initial state (resp. final state), andT ⊆ Q×Op.X×Q is a
set of edges labeled with operations.

For our language, we define the setOp.X of operationsover X to consist of: (i)
assignmentsthis.x := e, wherex ∈ X ande ∈ Exp.X; (ii) assumptions, assume(p),
wherep ∈ Pred.({this} ∪ X), (iii) constructionthis.x = new(C(ā)), whereC is a class
name and ¯a is a sequence inExp.X, and (iv)method callsthis.x := this.y.m(ā), where
x, y ∈ X.

Formally, a classC = (A, c,Mp,Mt), whereA is the set of fields,c is the constructor,
Mp is the set of public methods, andMt is the set of protected methods. We useC also
for the name of the class. A packageP is a set of classes.

We make the following assumptions. First, all field and method names are disjoint.
Second, each class has an attributeret used to return values from a method to its callers.
Third, all CFAs are over disjoint control locations. Fourth, a package is well-typed, in



that assignments are type-compatible, called methods exist and are called with the right
number and types of arguments, etc. Finally, it is not clear how the pushdown system
and depth-bounded system mix and whether there exists an bqothat may accomodate
both. Therefore, we omit recursive method calls from our theanalysis.

A client I of a packageP is a class with exactly one methodmain, such that (i) for
eachx ∈ I .A, we have the type ofx is either a scalar or a class name fromP, (ii) in
all method callsthis.x = this.y.m(ā), m is a public method of its class, and (iii) edges
of main can have the additionalnon-deterministic assignmenthavoc(this.x). An OO
program is a pair (P, I ) of a packageP and a clientI .

Concrete Semantics.We give the semantics of an OO program as a labeled transition
system. Atransition systemS = (X,X0,→) consists of a setX of states, a setX0 ⊆ X of
initial states, and a transition relation→ ⊆ X × X. We writex→ x′ for (x, x′) ∈→.

Fix an OO programS = (P, I ). It induces a transition system (Conf,U0,→), with
configurationsConf, initial configurationsU0, and transition relation→ as follows.

Let O be a countably infinite set ofobject identifiers(or simply objects) and let
class : O → P ∪ {I , nil} be a function mapping each object identifier to its class.
A configuration u∈ Conf is a tuple (O, this, q, ν, st), whereO ⊆ O is a finite set of
currently allocatedobjects, this ∈ O is thecurrent object(i.e., the receiver of the call to
the method currently executed),q is thecurrent control state, which specifies the control
state of the CFA at which the next operation will be performed, ν is a sequence of triples
of object, variable, and control location (the program stack), andst is a store, which
maps an object and a field to a value in its domain. We require thatO contains a unique
null objectnull with class(null) = nil. We denote byConf the set of all configurations
of S.

The set ofinitial configurations U0 ⊆ Conf is the set of configurationsu0 =

({null, oI }, this,main.q0, ε, st) such that (i)class(oI ) = I , (ii) the current objectthis= oI ,
(iii) the value of all reference fields of all objects in the store isnull and all scalar fields
take some default value in their domain, and (iv) the controlstate is the initial state of
the CFA of the main method ofI and the stack is empty.

Given a store, we writest(e) andst(p) for the value of an expressione or predicate
p evaluated in the storest, computed the usual way.

The transitions in→ are as follows. A configuration (O, this, q, ν, st) moves to con-
figuration (O′, this′, q′, ν′, st′) if there is an edge (q, op, q′) in the CFA ofq such that

– op= this.x := eandO′ = O, this′ = this, ν′ = ν, andst′ = st[(this, x) 7→ st(e)].
– op= assume(p) andO′ = O, this′ = this, ν′ = ν, st(p) = 1, andst′ = st.
– op = this.x := this.y.m(ā) andO′ = O, this′ = this, ν′ = (this, x, q′)ν, andq′ =

m.q0, and the formal arguments ofm are assigned valuesst(ā) in the store.
– op = this.x := new(C(ā)) andO′ = O ⊎ {o} for a new objecto with class(o) = C,

this′ = o, ν′ = (this, x, q′)ν, andq′ = c.q0 for the constructorc of C, and the formal
arguments ofc are assigned valuesst(ā) in the store.

– op = havoc(this.x): O′ = O, this′ = this, andst′ = st[(this, x) 7→ v], wherev is
some value chosen non-deterministically from the domain ofx.

Finally, if q is the final node of a CFA andν = (o, x, q)ν′, and the configuration
(O, this, q, ν, st) moves to (O, o, q, ν′, st′), wherest′ = st[o.x 7→ st(this.ret)]. If none
of the rules apply, the program terminates.
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Fig. 3.Two configurations of set and iterator package

To model error situations, we assume that each class has a field err which is initially
0 and set to 1 whenever an error is encountered (e.g., an assertion is violated). An error
configuration is a configurationu in which there exists an objecto ∈ u.O such that
o.err = 1. An OO program issafeif it does not reach any error configuration.

Example 1 Figure 3 depicts two configurations for a set of objects belonging to a “set
and iterator” package. For the sake of brevity, we do not showthe code for this package,
but the functionality of the package is standard. The package has three classes, namely,
Set, Iterator, andElem. TheElem class can create a linked list to store the elements
of aSet object. AnIterator object is used to traverse the elements of its correspond-
ingSet object via itspos attribute as an index. It can also remove an element of theSet

object through itsremove method. AnIterator object can perform these operations
only if it has the sameversionas its correspondingSet object. TheIterator version
is stored in theiver field and theSet version insver. In this example, we focus on
theremove method. Theremove method of anIterator object invokes thedelete
method of its correspondingSet object, passing itspos attribute as a parameter. The
delete method, in turn, deletes theposth Elem object that is accessible through its
head attribute. The version attributes of both theIterator andSet objects are incre-
mented, while the version attributes of otherIterator objects remain the same. The
two configurations in Figure 3 are abbreviated to show only the information relevant to
this example.

The configuration

u = ({s, i1, i2.e1, e2}, s, ., 〈(i2, ., .)〉, {((i1, iver), 2), ((i2, iver), 2), · · · }),

depicted in Figure 3(a), is one of the configurations during the execution of i2.remove,
namely the configuration immediately after executingthis.iter of.delete(this.pos).
After a number of steps, the computation reaches configuration

u′ = ({s, i1, i2.e1, e2}, s, ., ε, {((i1, iver), 2), ((i2, iver),3), · · · }),

depicted in Figure 3(b), which is the configuration after o2.remove() has completed
and the control has returned to the client, I. At u′, i2 still has the same version (i2.iver)
as s, (s.sver), but i1 has a different version now. Thus, i1 cannot traverse or remove an
element of s any more.



4 Dynamic Package Interface (DPI)

For a packageP, its dynamic package interfaceis essentially a set ofnested object
graphsrepresenting heap configurations together with a set ofobject mappingsover
them, one for each distinct method invocation.

Each nested object graph represents an unbounded number of heap configurations.
An object mapping for a method invocation specifies how the objects of a source heap
configuration are transformed to the objects of a destination heap configuration. Object
mappings use an extended notion of object graphs withrole labelling to identify the
callee and the arguments of the method calls. Up to isomorphism, the set of object
mappings of a DPI specify the effect of all possible public method calls on distinct heap
configurations of a package.

In the remainder of this section, in Section 4.1, we present the notions of nested
object graphs and cast nested object graphs, followed by thenotion of object mapping,
in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we present DPI formally.

4.1 Nested Object Graphs

A nested object graph Hover a packageP is a tuple (AL,AR,O, l, st, nl) with

– AL andAR: sets ofobject labelsandreference fields, respectively,
– O: a set ofobject nodesidentifiers,
– st : (O× AR) 7→ O thereference edgefunction,
– l :O→ AL theobject labellingfunction,
– nl :O→ N0, thenesting levelfunction.

We call an object node with nesting level zero anobject instanceand otherwise call
it an abstract object. An abstract object represents an unbounded number of object
instances. If an object node is connected via a reference label to another object node
in st, it means that one or more object instances (depending on their relative nesting
levels) in the source node have reference attributes pointing to an object instance in the
destination node. We denote byclassthe function fromAL to P that extracts the class
information from a label.
A nested object graph iswell-formedif: ∀(o1, r, o2), st(o1, r) = o2 ⇒ nl(o1) ≥ nl(o2).
This constraint is necessary because it should not be possible for an object instance to
reference more than one object instance with the same reference attribute.

Example 2 Let us consider the graph in Figure 1(c), which is a nested object graph.
Let the object node labelled with[Vnd]Viewer be denoted by x, then Vnd is the identifier
that we use to refer to x in the description, and we have l(x) = Viewer, which tells the
class of x and the predicates and their valuation (none in this case). Finally, we have
nl(x) = 2.

A cast nested object graph GoverP is a tuple (AL,R,AR,O, l, st, n, nl) where

– (AL,AR,O, l, st, nl) is a nested object graph overP,
– R is a set ofobject rolelabels, and



– n:R→ O is arole namefunction.

An object of a cast nested object graph may have a role name in addition to its label. A
role name indicates the fixed responsibility of the object instance during a method call.

A cast nested object graph can be obtained from a nested object graph by unfolding
the graph and adding a role function. The unfolding step copies a subgraph with nesting
level greater than 0 and decreases the nesting level of the copy by one. This process is
repeated until all the roles can be assigned to object instances.

A cast nested object graph iswell-formed if its role name function is injective:
∀r1, r2 ∈ R, n(r1) = n(r2) ⇒ r1 = r2. Henceforth, we consider only well-formed
nested object graphs and well-formed cast nested object graphs. We denote the set of
all nested object graphs and the set of all cast nested objectgraphs overP asHP and
GP, respectively.

In our analysis, each cast nested object graphG ∈ GP corresponds to a unique nested
object graphH ∈ HH , as we will see in the next section. We assume thesourcefunction
src:GP → HP, which determines the nested object graph of a cast nested object graph.

Example 3 Let us consider the graph inside the box in the left hand side of Figure
2(a), which is a cast nested object graph whose source is H0 in Figure 1(c). Let the
object node labelled withcallee: [Vnd]Viewer be x, then l(x) = Viewer, nl(x) = 0, and
n(x) = callee.

The DPI shows the state of the system (i.e., the package together with its most
general client) at the call and return points of public methods in the package. In those
states, the stack of the client is empty andthis always refers to the most general client.
Therefore, we omit this information in nested object graphs. The roles in abstract graphs
can be seen as a projection of the internal state of the most general client on the objects
in the heap. That is, the object instance of the most general client itself is not represented
as a node in the graphs.

4.2 Object Mapping

Notation. For a packageP, we denote byMP the set of all its public methods:MP =
⋃

C∈P C.Mp. For a public methodm(C1, · · · ,Cn) of a classC, we define itssignatureas
sig(m) = {(C, callee), (C1, arg0), · · · , (Cn, argn)}.

An object mappingof a methodm ∈ MP is a tuple (m,G,G′, k) whereG,G′ ∈ GP,
k ⊆ G.O×G′.O is a relation, and the following conditions are satisfied:

– G includes object instances forsig(m):

∀(C, s) ∈ sig(m), ∃o ∈ G.O, class(G.l(o)) = C ∧G.n(o) = s;

– dom(k) = G.O;
– k preserves the class of an object:∀(o1, o2) ∈ k, class(G.l(o1)) = class(G′.l(o2));
– k is functional on object instances:∀(o1, o2), (o1, o3) ∈ k, G.nl(o1) = 0⇒ o2 = o3;
– k preserves the nesting level of object instances:
∀(o1, o2) ∈ k, G.nl(o1) = 0⇔ G′.nl(o2) = 0;



– k preserves the role names of object instances:
∀(o1, o2) ∈ k, G.nl(o1) = 0⇒ G.n(o1) = G′.n(o2).

For a setM ⊆ GP, byMapsP(M) we denote the set of all object mappings (m,G,G′, k)
of packageP such thatG,G′ ∈ M.

An object mapping is a compact representation of the effect that a method call has
on the objects of a package. The mapping specifies how objectsare transformed by the
method call. A pair (o1, o2) ∈ k indicates that each concrete object represented by the
abstract objecto1 might become part of the target abstract objecto2. The total number of
concrete objects is always preserved. Because nested object graphs can represent more
than one concrete state, there can be more than one object mapping associated with a
given method call and source graph, as well as multiple target objects for each source
object in the source graph of one object mapping.

Example 4 Let us consider the two cast nested object graphs inside the boxes in the
left and right hand side of Fig. 2(a). Denote these two graphsby G and G′. Figure 2(a)
then represents the object mapping:(set,G,G′, {(V,V), (La, La), (L, L), (V∗,V∗)}).

Note that in addition tocallee and arg0 role names, the object mapping in Fig-
ure 2(a) also usesscope0 ∈ G.R, which labels an object instance that is not part of
the signature of the method. Thescopei role names are used to label all such object
instances. One last type of role names that are used by objectmappings isnewi role
names, which label the objects that are created by a method call. To improve the read-
ability of some figures we omit abstract objects that are not modified. We show only the
objects part of the connected component affected by the call.

4.3 Definition: DPI

A DPI of a packageP is a tuple (H ,G,Ω,E) where

– H ⊆ HP is a finite set of nested object graphs,
– G ⊆ GP is a finite set of cast nested object graphs,
– Ω ⊆ MapsP(G) the set ofobject mappings; and
– E ⊆ H the set oferror nested object graphs.

The DPI (H ,G,Ω,E) is well-formedif:

1. the castgraphs come fromH : ∀G ∈ G, src(G) ∈ H
2. it is safe: ∀(m,G,G′) ∈ Ω, src(G) ∈ (H − E); and
3. it is completein that a non-error covering nested object graph has a mapping for all

methods:

∀H ∈ (H − E), ∀o ∈ H.O, ∀m ∈ class(G.l(o)).Mp, ∃(m,G,G′) ∈ Ω, src(G) = H.

Well-formed DPIs characterize the type of interface that weare interested in com-
puting for OO packages. Following the analogy between a DPI and an FSM, the set
of nested object graphs correspond to the “states” of the state machine and the set of
object mappings correspond to the “transitions”. Section 5describes how a well-formed



DPI can be computed for a package soundly via an abstract semantics that simulates the
concrete semantics of Section 3. Henceforth by a DPI, we meana well-formed DPI.

A DPI can be understood in two ways. The first interpretation comes directly from
the abstract OO program semantics of Section 5. The second interpretation views the
DPI as a counter program. In this program eachH ∈ H has a control location and for
each node inH.O there is a counter variable. The value of a counter keeps track of the
number of concrete objects that are represented by the corresponding abstract object
node. Object mappings can be translated into updates of the counters. Further details of
that interpretation can be found in Section 5.4 and [4].

5 Abstract Semantics for Computing DPI

In this section, we present the abstraction layers that we use to compute the DPI of a
package. Section 5.2 presents ourdepth-bounded abstractdomain, which ensures that
any chain of objects of a package has a bounded depth when represented in this domain.
Section 5.3 presents ourideal abstractdomain, which additionally ensures that any
number of objects of a package are represented finitely. Section 5.4 describes how the
DPI of a package can be computed by encoding the ideal abstract interpretation of a
package as a numerical program.

5.1 Preliminaries

For a transition systemS = (X,X0,→), we define thepost operatoraspost.S : P(X)→
P(X) with post.S(Y) = { x′ ∈ X | ∃x ∈ Y. x→ x′ }. Thereachability setof S, denoted
Reach(S), is defined byReach(S) = lfp⊆(λY.X0 ∪ post.S(Y)).

A quasi-ordering≤ is a reflexive and transitive relation≤ on a setX. In the following
X(≤) is a quasi-ordered set. Thedownward closure(resp.upward closure) of Y ⊆ X is
↓Y = { x ∈ X | ∃y ∈ Y. x ≤ y } (resp.↑Y = { x ∈ X | ∃y ∈ Y. y ≤ x }). A set Y is
downward-closed(resp.upward-closed) if Y = ↓Y (resp.Y = ↑Y). An elementx ∈ X
is anupper boundfor Y ⊆ X if for all y ∈ Y we havey ≤ x. A nonempty setD ⊆ X
is directedif any two elements inD have a common upper bound inD. A set I ⊆ X
is anideal of X if I is downward-closed and directed. A quasi-ordering≤ on a setX is
a well-quasi-ordering(wqo) if any infinite sequencex0, x1, x2, . . . of elements fromX
contains an increasing pairxi ≤ x j with i < j.

A well-structured transition system(WSTS) is a tupleS = (X,X0,→,≤) where
(X,X0,→) is a transition system and≤ ⊆ X× X is a wqo that ismonotonicwith respect
to→, i.e., for all x1, x2, y1, t such thatx1 ≤ y1 andx1 → x2, there existsy2 such that
y1→ y2 andx2 ≤ y2. Thecovering setof a well-structured transition systemS, denoted
Cover(S), is defined byCover(S) = ↓Reach(S).

5.2 Depth-Bounded Abstract Semantics

We now present an abstract semantics for OO programs. Given an OO programS, our
abstract semantics ofS is a transition systemS#

h = (Conf#,U#
0,→

#
h) that is obtained

by an abstract interpretation [5] ofS. Typically, the systemS#
h is still an infinite state



system. However, the abstraction ensures thatS#
h belongs to the class ofdepth-bounded

systems[12]. Depth-bounded systems are well-structured transition systems that can
be effectively analyzed [20], and this will enable us to compute the dynamic package
interface.
Heap Predicate Abstraction.We start with a heap predicate abstraction, following shape
analysis [14,17]. LetAPbe a finite set ofunary abstraction predicatesfrom Pred.({x}∪
C.A) wherex is a fresh variable different fromthis andnull. For a configurationu =
(O, ·, st) ando ∈ O, we writeu |= p(o) iff st[x 7→ o](p) = 1. Further, letARbe a subset
of the reference fields inC.A. We refer toARasbinary abstraction predicates. For an
objecto ∈ O, we denote byAR(o) the setAR∩ class(o).A.

The concrete domainD of our abstract interpretation is the powerset of configura-
tionsD = P(Conf), ordered by subset inclusion. The abstract domainD#

h is the powerset
of abstract configurations D#h = P(Conf#), again ordered by subset inclusion. An ab-
stract configurationu# ∈ Conf# is like a concrete configuration except that the store is
abstracted by a finite labelled graph, where nodes are objectidentifiers, edges corre-
spond to the values of reference fields inAR, and node labels denote the evaluation of
objects on the predicates inAP. That is, the abstract domain is parameterized by both
APandAR.

Formally, an abstract configurationu# ∈ Conf# is a tuple (O, this, q, ν, η, st) where
O ⊆ O is a finite set of object identifiers,this ∈ O is the current object,q ∈ F.Q is the
current control location,ν is a finite sequence of triples (o, x, q) of objects, variables,
and control location,η : O×AP→ B is apredicate valuation, andst is anabstract store
that maps objects ino ∈ O and reference fieldsa ∈ AR(o) to objectsst(p, a) ∈ O. Note
that we identify the elements ofConf# up to isomorphic renaming of object identifiers.

The meaning of an abstract configuration is given by a concretization functionγh :
Conf# → D defined as follows: foru# ∈ Conf# we haveu ∈ γh(u#) iff (i) u#.O =
u.O; (ii) u#.this = u.this; (iii) u#.q = u.q; (iv) u#.ν = u.ν; (v) for all o ∈ u.O and
p ∈ AP, u#.η(o, p) = 1 iff u |= p(o); and (vi) for all objectso ∈ O, anda ∈ AR(o),
u.st(o, a) = u#.st(o, a). We lift γh pointwise to a functionγh : D#

h → D by defining
γh(U#) =

⋃

{ γh(u#) | u# ∈ U# }. Clearly,γh is monotone. It is also easy to see thatγh

distributes over meets because for each configurationu there is, up to isomorphism, a
unique abstract configurationu# such thatu ∈ γh(u#). Hence, letαh : D → D#

h be the
unique function such that (αh, γh) forms a Galois connection betweenD andD#

h, i.e.,
αh(U) =

⋂

{U# | U ⊆ γh(U#) }.
The abstract transition systemS#

h = (Conf#,U#
0,→

#
h) is obtained by settingU#

0 =

αh(U0) and defining→#
h ⊆ Conf# × Conf# as follows. Letu#, v# ∈ Conf#. We have

u#→#
h v# iff v# ∈ αh ◦ post.S ◦ γh(u#).

Theorem 1. The system S#h simulates the concrete system S , i.e., (i) U0 ⊆ γh(U#
0) and

(ii) for all u , v ∈ Conf and u# ∈ Conf#, if u ∈ γh(u#) and u→ v, then there exists
v# ∈ Conf# such that u#→#

h v# and v∈ γh(v#).

Proof. (Sketch)We can use the framework of abstract interpretation [6] to prove the
theorem. By definition, (αh, γh) forms a Galois connection betweenD andD#

h. Further-
more,u#→#

h v# iff v# ∈ αh ◦ post.S ◦ γh(u#).



Depth-Boundedness.Let u# ∈ Conf# be an abstract configuration. Asimple pathof
lengthn in u# is a sequence of distinct objectsπ = o1, . . . , on in u#.O such that for all
1 ≤ i < n, there existsai with u#.st(oi , ai) = oi+1 or u#.st(oi+1, ai) = oi (the path is not
directed). We denote bylsp(u#) the length of the longest simple path ofu#. We say that
a set of abstract configurationsU# ⊆ Conf# is depth-boundedif U# is bounded in the
length of its simple paths, i.e., there existsk ∈ N such that∀u# ∈ U#, lsp(u#) ≤ k and
the size of the stack|u#.ν| ≤ k.

We show that under certain restrictions on the binary abstraction predicatesAR, the
abstract transition systemS#

h is a well-structured transition system. For this purpose, we
define theembedding orderon abstract configurations. Anembeddingfor two configu-
rationsu#, v# : Conf# is a functionh : u#.O→ v#.O such that the following conditions
hold: (i) h preserves the class of objects: for allo ∈ u#.O, class(o) = class(h(o));
(ii) h preserves the current object,h(u#.this) = v#.this; (iii) h preserves the stack,
h̄(u#.ν) = v#.ν where h̄ is the unique extension ofh to stacks; (iv)h preserves the
predicate valuation: for allo ∈ u#.O and p ∈ AP, u#.η(o, p) iff v#.η(h(o), p); and
(v) h preserves the abstract store, i.e., for allo ∈ u#.O and a ∈ AR(o), we have
h(u#.st#(o, a)) = v#.st#(h(o), a). The embedding order�: Conf# × Conf# is then as
follows: for all u#, v# : Conf#, u# � v# iff u# andv# share the same current control
location (u#.q = v#.q) and there exists an injective embedding ofu# into v#.

Lemma 1. (1) The embedding order is monotonic with respect to abstract transitions
in S#

h = (Conf#,U#
0,→

#
h). (2) Let U# be a depth-bounded set of abstract configurations.

Then(U#,�) is a wqo.

Proof. The first part follows form the definitions. For the second part, we can reduce it
to the result from [4]. We just need to encode the stack into the graph. The stack itself
can be easily encoded as a chain with special bottom and top node. The assumption that
the stack is bounded guarantees that can still apply [4, Lemma 2].

If the set of reachable configurations of the abstract transition systemS#
h is depth-

bounded, thenS#
h induces a well-structured transition system.

Theorem 2. If Reach(S#
h) is depth-bounded, then(Reach(S#),U#

0,→
#
h,�) is a WSTS.

Proof. The theorem follows from Lemma 1 and [12, Theorem 2].

In practice, we can ensure depth-boundedness ofReach(S#
h) syntactically by choos-

ing the set of binary abstraction predicatesAR such that it does not contain reference
fields that span recursive data structures. Such reference fields are only allowed to be
used in the defining formulas of the unary abstraction predicates. Recursive data struc-
tures can be dealt with only if they are private to the package, i.e. not exposed to the
user. In that case the predicate abstraction can use a more complex domain that under-
stand such shapes, e.g. [17]. In the next section, we assume that the setReach(S#

h) is
depth-bounded and we identifyS#

h with its induced WSTS.

Example 5 Figure 4 depicts the two corresponding, depth-bounded abstract configu-
rations of the concrete configurations in Figure 3. The objects are labelled with their
corresponding unary predicates. A labelled arrow between two objects specifies that the
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corresponding binary predicate between two object holds. The set of unary abstraction
predicates consists of:

empty(x) ≡ x.size = 0 synch(x) ≡ x.iver = x.iter of.sver
mover(x) ≡ x.pos < x.iter of.size positive(x) ≡ x.e > 0

The set of binary abstraction predicates is AR= {iter of}. If we had also included
head andnext in AR, the resulting abstraction would not have been depth bounded.

5.3 Ideal Abstraction

In our model, the errors are local to objects. Thus, we are looking at the control-
state reachability question. This means that the set of abstract error configurations is
upward-closed with respect to the embedding order�, i.e., we haveU#

err = ↑U
#
err.

From the monotonicity of� we therefore conclude thatReach(S#
h) ∩ U#

err = ∅ iff
Cover(S#

h) ∩ U#
err = ∅. This means that if we analyze the abstract transition system

S#
h modulo downward closure of abstract configurations, this does not incur an addi-

tional loss of precision. We exploit this observation as well as the fact thatS#
h is well-

structured to construct a finite abstract transition systemwhose configurations are given
by downward-closed sets of abstract configurations. We thenshow that this abstract
transition system can be effectively computed.

Every downward-closed subset of a wqo is afinite union of ideals. In previous
work [21], we formalized an abstract interpretation coinedideal abstraction, which
exploits this observation to obtain a generic terminating analysis for computing an
over-approximation of the covering set of a WSTS. We next show that ideal abstrac-
tion applies to the depth-bounded abstract semantics by providing an appropriate finite
representation of ideals and how to use it to compute the DPI.The abstract domainD#

idl
of the ideal abstraction is given by downward-closed sets ofabstract configurations,
which we represent as finite sets of ideals. The concrete domain is D#

h. The ordering on
the abstract domain is subset inclusion. The abstraction function is downward closure.

Formally, we denote byIdl(Conf#) the set of all depth-bounded ideals of abstract
configurations with respect to the embedding order. Define the quasi-ordering⊑ on
Pfin(Idl(Conf#)) as the point-wise extension of⊆ from the ideal completionIdl(Conf#)
of Conf#(�) toPfin(Idl(Conf#)):

I1 ⊑ I2 ⇐⇒ ∀I1 ∈ I1.∃I2 ∈ I2. I1 ⊆ I2



The abstract domainD#
idl is the quotient ofPfin(Idl(Conf#)) with respect to the equiva-

lence relation⊑ ∩ ⊑−1. For notational convenience we use the same symbol⊑ for the
quasi-ordering onPfin(Idl(Conf#)) and the partial ordering that it induces onD#

idl. We
further identify the elements ofD#

idl with the finite sets of maximal ideals, i.e., for all
L ∈ D#

idl and I1, I2 ∈ L, if I1 ⊆ I2 then I1 = I2. The abstract domainD#
idl is defined as

Pfin(Idl(Conf#)). The concretization functionγidl : D#
idl → D#

h is γidl(I) =
⋃

I. Fur-
ther, define the abstraction functionαidl : D#

h → D#
idl asαidl(U#) = { I ∈ Idl(Conf#) |

I ⊆ ↓U# }. From the ideal abstraction framework [21], it follows that(αidl, γidl) forms
a Galois connection betweenD#

h andD#
idl. The overall abstraction is then given by the

Galois connection (α, γ) betweenD and D#
idl, which is defined byα = αidl ◦ αh and

γ = γh ◦ γidl. We define theabstract post operatorpost# of S as the most precise ab-
straction ofpost.S with respect to this Galois connection, i.e.,post#.S = α◦post.S◦γ.

In the following, we assume the existence of asequence widening operator∇idl :
Idl(Conf#)+ ⇀ Idl(Conf#), i.e.,∇idl satisfies the following two conditions: (i)covering
condition: for all I ∈ Idl(Conf#)+, if ∇idl(I) is defined, then for allI in I, I ⊆ ∇idl(I).;
and (ii) termination condition: for every ascending chain (I i)i∈N in Idl(Conf#), the se-
quenceJ0 = I0, Ji = ∇idl(I0 . . . I i), for all i > 0, is well-defined and an ascending
stabilizing chain.

The ideal abstraction induces a finite labeled transition systemS#
idl whose configu-

rations are ideals of abstract configurations. There are special transitions labeled with
ǫ, which we refer to ascovering transitions. We callS#

idl theabstract covering system
of S#

h. This is because the set of reachable configurations ofS#
idl over-approximates the

covering set ofS#
h, i.e.,Cover(S#

h) ⊆ γidl(Reach(S#
idl)). Furthermore, the directed graph

spanned by the non-covering transitions ofS#
idl is acyclic.

Formally, we defineS#
idl = (Iidl,I0,

·
→#

idl) as follows. The initial configurationsI0

are given byI0 = αidl(U#
0). The set of configurationsIidl ⊆ Idl(Conf#) and the tran-

sition relation
·
→#

idl⊆ Iidl × Iidl are defined as the smallest sets satisfying the following
conditions: (1)I0 ⊆ Iidl; and (2) for everyI ∈ Iidl, let paths(I ) be the set of all se-
quences of idealsI0 . . . In with n ≥ 0 such thatI0 ∈ I0, In = I , and for all 0≤ i < n,
I i
·
→#

idl I i+1. Then, for every pathI = I0 . . . In ∈ paths(I ), if there existsi < n such that

I ⊆ I i , thenI
ǫ
→#

idl I i . Otherwise, for allI ′ ∈ post#.S ◦ γidl(I ), let J′ = ∇idl(I′I ′) where

I′ is the subsequence of all idealsI i in I with I i ⊆ I ′, thenJ′ ∈ Iidl andI
·
→#

idl J′.

Theorem 3. The abstract covering system S#
idl is computable and finite.

Proof. (Sketch)Following the result from [21], we can effectively compute an inductive
overapproximationC of the covering set ofS#

idl. From [20, Lemma 15], we have a finite

representation ofC. Finally,
·
→#

idl can be effectively computed as we will see in the
remainder of the section.

Define the relation
∗
→#

idl ⊆ Iidl × Iidl as
∗
→#

idl =
·
→#

idl ∪
ǫ
→#

idl ◦
·
→#

idl. We now state our
main soundness theorem.

Theorem 4. [Soundness]The abstract covering system S#
idl simulates S , i.e., (i) U0 ⊆

γ(I0) and (ii) for all I ∈ Iidl and u, v ∈ Reach(S), if u ∈ γ(I ) and u→ v, then there

exists J∈ Iidl such that v∈ γ(J) and I
∗
→#

idl J.



Proof. (Sketch) The abstract covering system is just a lifting of the original transition
system to a finite-state system by partitioning the states into a finite number of sets given
by the incomparable ideals in covering set or an overapproximation of it. The lifting
relies on the monotonicity property of the underlying WSTS to ensures simulation. The
transition relation

·
→#

idl maps states from ideal to ideal while ensuring that the target
ideal contains at least one larger state.

In the rest of this section we explain how we represent idealsof abstract configu-
rations and how the operations for computing the abstract covering system are imple-
mented.

Representing Ideals of Abstract Configurations.The ideals of depth-bounded abstract
configurations are recognizable by regular hedge automata [20]. We can encode these
automata into abstract configurationsI# that are equipped with anesting level function.
The nesting level function indicates how the substructuresof the abstract store ofI# can
be replicated to obtain all abstract configurations in the represented ideal.

Formally, aquasi-ideal configuration I# is a tuple (O, this, q, ν, η, st, nl) wherenl :
O→ N is the nesting level function and (O, this, q, ν, η, st) is an abstract configuration,
except thatη is only a partial functionη : O × AP ⇀ B. We denote byQIdlConf#

the set of all quasi-ideal configurations. We callI# = (O, this, q, ν, η, st, nl) simply ideal
configuration, if η is total and for allo ∈ O, a ∈ AR(o), nl(o) ≥ nl(st(o, a)). We denote
by [I#] the inherentabstract configuration (O, this, q, ν, η, st) of an ideal configuration
I#. Further, we denote byIdlConf# the set of all ideal configurations and byIdlConf#0
the set of all ideal configurations in which all objects have nesting level 0. We call the
latterfinitary ideal configurations.

Meaning of Quasi-Ideal Configurations.An inclusion mappingbetween quasi-ideal
configurationsI# = (O, this, q, ν, st, nl) and J# = (O′, this′, q′, ν′, st′, nl′) is an em-
beddingh : O → O′ that satisfies the following additional conditions: (i) forall
o ∈ O, nl(o) ≤ nl′(h(o)); (ii) h is injective with respect to level 0 vertices inO′: for
all o1, o2 ∈ O, o′ ∈ O′, h(o1) = h(o2) = o′ andnl′(o′) = 0 implieso1 = o2; and (iii) for
all distincto1, o2, o ∈ O, if h(o1) = h(o2), ando1 ando2 are both neighbors ofo, then
nl′(h(o1)) = nl′(h(o2)) > nl′(h(o)).

We write I# ≤h J# if q = q′, andh is an inclusion mapping betweenI# andJ#. We
say thatI# is includedin J#, written I# ≤ J#, if I# ≤h J# for someh.

We define the meaning~I#� of a quasi-ideal configurationI# as the set of all inherent
abstract configurations of the finitary ideal configurationsincluded inI#:

~I#
� = { [J#] | J# ∈ IdlConf#0 ∧ J# ≤ I# }

We extend this function to sets of quasi-ideal configurations, as expected.

Proposition 1. Ideal configurations exactly represent the depth-bounded ideals of ab-
stract configurations, i.e.,{ ~I#� | I# ∈ IdlConf# } = Idl(Conf#).

Since the relation≤ is transitive, we also get:

Proposition 2. For all I #, J# ∈ QIdlConf#, I# ≤ J# iff ~I#� ⊆ ~J#�.
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Fig. 5. Two ideal abstract configurations

It follows that inclusion of (quasi-)ideal configurations can be decided by checking
for the existence of inclusion mappings, which is an NP-complete problem.

Quasi-ideal configurations are useful as an intermediate representation of the im-
ages of the abstract post operator. They can be thought of as amore compact repre-
sentation of sets of ideal configurations. In fact, any quasi-ideal configuration can be
reduced to an equivalent finite set of ideal configuration. Wedenote the function per-
forming this reduction byreduce: QIdlConf# → Pfin(IdlConf#) and we extend it to
sets of quasi-ideal configurations, as expected.

Example 6 Figure 5 depicts the two corresponding, ideal abstract configurations of the
two depth-bounded abstract configurations in Figure 4. The nesting level of each object
is shown by the number next to it. When the abstract configurations in Figure 4 are con-
sidered as finitary ideal configurations, then they are included in their corresponding
ideal configurations in Figure 5. The two inclusion mappingsbetween the correspond-
ing configurations in Figure 4 and Figure 5 are{(i1, i#1), (i2, i#2), (s, s#), (e1, e#), (e2, e#)}.

Note that since the nesting level of s# :Set in both ideal configurations is zero, it
is not possible to define inclusion mapping when there are more than one concrete set
object. However, if the nesting levels of the set and iterator objects are incremented,
then such an inclusion mapping can be defined.

Computing the Abstract Post Operator.We next define an operatorPost#.S that imple-
ments the abstract post operatorpost#.S on ideal configurations. In the following, we
fix an ideal configurationI# = (O, this, q, ν, st, nl) and a transitiont = (q, op, q′) in S.
For transitions not enabled atI#, we setPost#.S.t(I#) = ∅.

We reduce the computation of abstract transitions [I#] → u# to reasoning about log-
ical formulas. For efficiency reasons, we implicitly use an additional Cartesian abstrac-
tion [3] in the abstract post computation that reduces the number of required theorem
prover calls. For a set of variablesX, we assume asymbolic weakest preconditionop-
eratorwp : Op.(C.A) × Pred.(X ∪ C.A) → Pred.(X ∪ C.A) that is defined as usual. In
addition, we need a symbolic encoding of abstract configurations into logical formulas.
For this purpose, define a functionΓ : O→ Pred.(O∪C.A) as follows: giveno ∈ O, let
O(o) be the subset of objects inO that are transitively reachable fromo in the abstract



storest, thenΓ(o) is the formula

Γ(o) = distinct(O(o) ∪O(this)) ∧ this = this∧ null = null ∧

∧

o′∈O(o)∪O(this)
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p∈AP
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∧
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whereη(o′, p) · p(o′) =















p(o′) if η(o′, p) = 1

¬p(o′) if η(o′, p) = 0.

Now, letJ# be the set of all quasi-ideal configurationsJ# = (O, this, q′, ν, η′, st′, nl) that
satisfy the following conditions:

– Γ(this) ∧ q is satisfiable, ifop= assume(q);
– for all o ∈ O, p ∈ AP, if Γ(o) |= wp(op, p(o)), thenη′(o, p) = 1, else ifΓ(o) |=

wp(op,¬p(o)), thenη′(o, p) = 0, elseη′(o, p) is undefined;
– for all o, o′ ∈ O, a ∈ AR(o), if Γ(o) ∧ Γ(o′) |= wp(op, o.a = o′), thenst′(o, a) = o′,

else ifΓ(o) ∧ Γ(o′) |= wp(op, o.a , o′), thenst′(o, a) , o′.

Then definePost#.S.t(I#) = reduce(J#).

5.4 Computing the Dynamic Package Interface

We now describe how to compute the dynamic package interfacefor a given packageP.
The computation proceeds in three steps. First, we compute the OO programS = (P, I )
that is obtained by extendingP with its most general clientI . Next, we compute the
abstract covering systemS#

idl of S as described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. We assume
that the user provides sets of unary and binary abstraction predicatesAP, respectively,
AR that define the heap abstraction. Alternatively, we can use heuristics to guess these
predicates from the program text of the package. For example, we can add all branch
conditions in the program description as predicates. Finally, we extract the package
interface from the computed abstract covering system. We describe this last step in
more detail.

We can interpret the abstract covering system as a numericalprogram. The control
locations of this program are the ideal configurations inS#

idl. With each abstract object
occurring in an ideal configuration we associate a counter. The value of each counter
denotes the number of concrete objects represented by the associated abstract object.
While computingS#

idl, we do some extra book keeping and compute for each transition
of S#

idl a corresponding numerical transition that updates the counters of the counter
program. These updates capture how many concrete objects change their representation
from one abstract object to another. A formal definition of such numerical programs
can be found in [4].

The dynamic package interfaceDPI(P) of P is a numerical program that is an ab-
straction of the numerical program associated withS#

idl. The control locations ofDPI(P)
are the ideal configurations inS#

idl that correspond to call sites, respectively, return sites
to public methods of classes inP, in the most general client. A connecting path in
S#

idl for a pair of such call and return sites (along with all covering transitions connect-
ing ideal configurations on the path) corresponds to the abstract execution of a single



method call. We refer to the restriction of the numerical programS#
idl to such a path and

all its covering transitions as acall program. Each object mapping ofDPI(P) represents
a summary of one such call program. Hence, an object mapping of DPI(P) describes,
both, how a method call affects the state of objects in a concrete heap configuration and
how many objects are effected.

Note that a call program may contain loops because of loops inthe method exe-
cuted by the call program. The summarization of a call program therefore requires an
additional abstract interpretation. The concrete domain of this abstract interpretation is
given by transitions of counter programs, i.e., relations between valuations of counters.
The concrete fixed point is the transitive closure of the transitions of the call program.
The abstract domain provides an appropriate abstraction ofnumerical transitions. How
precisely the package interface captures the possible sequences of method calls de-
pends on the choice of this abstract domain and how convergence of the analysis of the
call programs is enforced. We chose a simple abstract domainof object mappingsthat
distinguishes between a constant number, respectively, arbitrary many objects transi-
tioning from an abstract object on the call site of a method toanother on the return site.
However, other choices are feasible for this abstract domain that provide more or less
information than object mappings.

6 Experiences

We have implemented our system by extending the Picasso tool[21]. Picasso uses an
ideal abstraction to compute the covering sets of depth-bounded graph rewriting sys-
tems. Our extension of Picasso computes a dynamic package interface from a graph
rewriting system that encodes the semantics of the method calls in a package.1

For a graph-rewriting system that represents a package, ourtool first computes its
covering set. Using the elements of the covering set, it thenperforms unfolding over
them with respect to all distinct method calls to derive the object mappings of the DPI
of the package. The computation of the covering elements andthe object mappings are
carried out as described in the previous section.

In addition to theViewer andLabel example, described in Section 2, we have exper-
imented with other examples: a set and iterator package, which we used as our running
example in the previous sections, and the JDBC statement andresult package. In the
remainder of this section, we present the DPIs for these packages.

Set and Iterator.We considered a simple implementation of theSet andIterator classes
in which the items in a set are stored in a linked list. TheIterator class has the usual
next, has next, andremove methods. TheSet class provides a methoditerator, which
creates anIterator object associated with the set, and anadd method, which adds a
data element to the set. The interface of the package is meantto avoid raising ex-
ceptions of typesNoSuchElementException andConcurrentModificationException.
A NoSuchElementException is raised whenever thenext method is called on an itera-
tor of an empty list. AConcurrentModificationException is raised whenever an iterator

1 Our tool and the full results of our experiments can be found at:
http://pub.ist.ac.at/˜zufferey/picasso/dpi/index.html

http://pub.ist.ac.at/~zufferey/picasso/dpi/index.html


accesses the set after the set has been modified, either through a call to theadd method
of the set or through a call to theremove method of another iterator. An iterator that
removes an element can still safely access the set afterwards. (Similar restrictions apply
to other Collection classes that implementIterable.)

We used the following predicates. The unary abstraction predicateempty(s) deter-
mines whether the size of aSet objects is zero or not. ForIterator objects, we specified
two predicates that rely on the attributes of both theSet and theIterator classes. The
predicatesync(i) holds for anIterator objecti that has the same version as its associated
Set object. The predicatemover(i) specifies that the position of anIterator objecti in
the list of its associatedSet object is less than the size of the set.

Our algorithm computes the maximal configurationsH0, shown in Figure 6(a).
There are also four error abstract heap configurations, which correspond to different
cases in which one of the two exceptions is raised for anIterator object. Figure 6(b) and
6(c) show the object mappings of two transitions. For the sake of clarity, we have omit-
ted the name of the reference attributeiter of in the mappings. While both transitions
invoke theremove() method on anIterator object whosemoverandsyncpredicates
are true, they have different effects because they capture different concrete heaps repre-
sented by the same abstract heapH0. The first transition shows the case when the callee
object remains a mover, i.e., itspos field does not refer to the last element of the list.
The second transition shows the case when the callee object becomes a non-mover; i.e.,
before the call toremove, itspos field refers to the last element of the linked list. In both
transitions, the otherIterator objects that reference the sameSet object all become un-
synced. Some of these objects remain movers while some of them become non-movers.
In both cases, the callee remains sycned. There are two othersymmetric transitions that
capture the cases in which theSet object becomes empty.

JDBC(Java Database Connectivity) is a Java technology that enables access to databases
of different types. We looked at three classes of JDBC for simple query access to
databases:Connection, Statement, andResultSet. A Connection object provides a
means to connect to a database. AStatement object can execute an SQL query state-
ment through aConnection object. AResultSet object stores the result of the execu-
tion of aStatement object. All objects can be closed explicitly. If aStatement object
is closed, its correspondingResultSet object is also implicitly closed. Similarly, if a
Connection object is closed, its correspondingStatement objects are implicitly closed,
and so are the openResultSet objects of theseStatement objects. Java documenta-
tion states: “By default, only oneResultSet object perStatement object can be open
at the same time. Therefore, if the reading of oneResultSet object is interleaved with
the reading of another, each must have been generated by differentStatement objects.
All execution methods in theStatement interface implicitly close a statement’s current
ResultSet object if an open one exists.”

Figure 7(a) shows the maximal abstract heapH0 computed by our tool. It represents
all safe configurations in which theConnection object is either open or closed. Each
type of object has a corresponding “open” predicate that specifies whether it is open or
not. The nodec is of particular interest, as it demonstrates the preciseness of our algo-
rithm: It has the same nesting level as the nodeb, which means that an openStatement
object can have at most one openResultSet object associated with it. We omit showing
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abstract heaps capturing erroneous configurations. Lastly, Figure 7(b) shows the object
mapping for theclose method call on an openStatement object with an openResult-
Set object. The mapping takes theStatement object and the openResultSet object to
their corresponding closed objects. All other objects remain the same.

7 Conclusions

We have formalized DPIs for OO packages with inter-object references, developed a
novel ideal abstraction for heaps, and given a sound and terminating algorithm to com-
pute DPIs on the (infinite) abstract domain. In contrast to previous techniques for multi-
ple objects based on mixed static-dynamic analysis [13,15], our algorithm is guaranteed
to be sound. While our algorithm is purely static, an interesting future direction is to
effectively combine it with dual, dynamic [7,8,15] and template-based [18] techniques.
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